Reciprocal positive transfer between kindling of audiogenic seizures and electrical kindling of inferior colliculus.
The behavioral and EEG concomitants of kindling produced by daily electrical stimulation of the inferior colliculus have been recorded in three series of Wistar rats: (1) non epileptic controls (NE), (2) rats susceptible to audiogenic seizures (AS), (3) acoustically susceptible rats with prior kindling of audiogenic seizures by repeated sound exposure (KAS). Repeated collicular stimulation produced behavioral and EEG changes which were similar in the AS and the NE rats. The tonic seizure without cortical discharges elicited by the first stimulation progressively changed into tonic-clonic seizures with sustained cortical EEG discharges after more than 20 stimulations. In the KAS group, the electrical collicular kindling was clearly accelerated: kindled tonic-clonic seizures and their EEG discharges already occurred after one to five electrical stimulations. Similarly, after completion of electrical collicular kindling in AS, sound stimulations immediately induced characteristic kindled audiogenic seizures. The immediate reciprocal positive transfer observed between kindling of audiogenic seizures and kindling of seizures induced by electrical stimulation of the inferior colliculus suggests that kindling of these two brain-stem seizures involves similar structures and mechanisms.